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For an Anniversary
Luis de Pablo

On 28 January 2020 Luis de Pablo turned ninety.

A champion of Spanish avant-garde music and enjoying
an undisputed international prestige, de Pablo has lived
through many complex seasons in the civil and musical
history of his country and of western Europe, proposing an
original interpretation of sound material, a peculiar elaboration
characterized by great freedom and an easily recognizable
individual voice. He was born in Bilbao in 1930 and studied
music from a very young age. He graduated in Law at the
Complutense Univeristy in Madrid, and began working as a
lawyer, while his interest in contemporary music grew, leading
him to the completion of his musical studies and to his first
self-taught experiences in composition. After definitively giving
up law, in 1958 he co-founded with Ramón Barce the group
Nueva Música, in which also Cristóbal Halffter took part, and
actively devoted himself to the diffusion of the music of today,
in particular dedicating himself to the dissemination of the
works and thought of the Second Viennese School. He
founded the concert series «Tiempo y Música» (1963), the
first biennal of new music in Madrid (1964), the group «Alea»,
and the first electro-acoustic studio in Spain (1965): a crucial
step in helping his country to overcome the cultural isolation
into which Francoism had forced it. At the start of the ’60s he
was in Darmstadt, where his works were premiered by
Maderna and Boulez, and in Paris, where he studied with Max
Deutsch, a pupil of Schönberg, moving between serialism and
aleatory music. Having gained recognition at an international
scale on both sides of the Atlantic, in 1972 he organized the
“Encuentros de Pamplona”, an interdisciplinary festival that
led him to be attacked, for his opposing political reasons, by
supporters of Franco like ETA. He therefore sought exile in
the United States, where he taught at the Buffalo Univeristy

and in Canada (professor in Ottawa and in Montréal), finally
returning to Spain after the death of Franco. In the ’80s –
which opened with numerous international acknowledgements
for his 50th birthday – he combined various prestigious
institutional roles conferred to him by the Spanish government
and by French theatres and festivals with a substantial output
of compositions, including opera and supported by numerous
commissions and performances. De Pablo’s music is
characterized by an extreme receptiveness, open to every
form of art, European or otherwise: an aesthetic outlook
that marks the composer as a sort of «circumnavigator of
cultures» (José García del Busto), at the same time far from
any form of eclecticism – de Pablo has always avoided using
instruments or scales from other cultures, preferring to
recreate their gesturality –, thanks to his capacity to integrate
diverse influences (not only musical, but cultural in the
broadest sense, the fruit of extensive readings) within an
unmistakable individual language, strongly connoted in terms
of instrumentation, harmony and intervallic structure. Three
events will pay tribute to Luis de Pablo starting from the first
months of 2020. On January 28, at the Spanish Embassy in
Paris, the Reseau Densité 93 (Département Musique de
l’Université Paris 8) performed, on the same day as his
birthday, Cape Cod for a cappella choir on a text by George
Santayana and Variaciones de León for mixed a cappella
choir on texts by Vicente Molina Foix, with the Ensemble
Vocal Soli-Tutti directed by Denis Gautheyrie. The same
programme, with the addition of Paraiso y tres danzas
macabras for twelve players, will be repeated, still in Paris,
on March 5 at the Auditorium of the Conservatoire à
Rayonnement Régional in Paris, on March 10 at the
Conservatoire Auditorium Xenakis in Stains, on March 11 at

Three events and a
premiere celebrate
the composer’s 90th
birthday
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The Sound that Surrounds Us
Jean-Luc Hervé

During their French tour, the Ensemble Cairn directed by

Jérôme Combier will play Dans l’ombre des anges for flute,
clarinet, cello and percussion, as well as giving the world
premiere of Lucioles for flute, clarinet, accordion, percussion,
violin, cello and electronics. These works can be heard on
May 13 at the Théâtre d’Orléans, on May 15 at the Théâtre
l’Échangeur in Bagnolet and on July 4 at the Abbaye de
Noirlac in Bruère-Allichamps. The composer writes: «Being
aware of what surrounds us. Discovering the wonders of the
intercises in our environment. For some years now my work
has been impregnated by this idea. The notion is to make
the music resound together with the place in which it is
performed. In Lucioles the music follows a unique process
of metamorphosis of a short initial material. But this sonic
metamorphosis also transforms the environment of the
concert hall: at the end of the piece the musical material
continues its development through a network of small multiple
loudspeakers hidden among the audience, which transmit the
sound at low volume, as if they were whispering in the ears of
the public. So the place seems to be animated by the
presence of multiple sound. The teems of sounds emitted by
the musicians of the ensemble. Like the fireflies that surround
us in nature on some summer evenings, the fragile presence
of these sounds around us is an invitation to listen to the world
in a different way». Lucioles is therefore a project for
instrumentalists and loudspeakers purposely made by the

composer, around sixty in all, spread around the concert hall,
like small sonic lights that redefine the surrounding space,
making it totally immersive. The aim of Lucioles is to highlight
the supernatural power and poetics of sounds. Georges DidiHuberman wrote: «Fireflies have only disappeared from the
sight of those who are no longer in the condition to see them
emit their luminous signals. One tries to follow the philosophy
of Walter Benjamin, who states that decline does not mean
disappearance. Pessimism needs to be organized, Benjamin
said. And images – no matter how carefully and modestly
conceived, for example firefly-images – give space to such
resistance». In these months Jean-Luc Hervé’s Rêve de vol I
for clarinet and viola will have two different performances, that
of the Solistes de l’Ensemble Intercontemporain and
Musiciens de l’Orchestre de Paris, on January 25 in the
Studio of the Philharmonie in Paris, and that of the Ensemble
KNM Berlin, on March 6 at the Werner-Otto-Saal of
Konzerthaus in Berlin. Germination can be heard on April 4
in the Multi Media Room of the Schulich School of Music of
McGill University, Montréal, for the Atelier Forum Ircam Hors
Les Murs. It will be played by the McGill Contemporary Music
Ensemble directed by Guillaume Bourgogne. Finally, on May
17 at the Philharmonie in Duisburg, Quatuor à cordes for
string quartet and ad libitum electronics will be played by the
Quatuor Diotima.

New chamber work
on tour in France

Ivan Fedele

Stratification Techniques
On March 14 in the Auditorium Orchestre National de Lyon, during the

Biennale des Musiques Exploratoires, Leading Lines (Quinto Quartetto)
for string quartet and live electronics, commissioned by Grame Lyon and
Milano Musica, will be given its world premiere, with
a repeat performance the next day, March 15, at the
same venue, by the Quatuor Tana with Simone
Conforti (Grame) on live electronics. Leading Lines will
then be performed by the same artists in June during
the Festival ManiFeste of Ircam in Paris and in
Autumn, in its Italian premiere, at the Festival di
Milano Musica, which co-commissioned the work.
Leading Lines, in 5 movements, is the fifth string
quartet by Ivan Fedele, who has dedicated a
significant part of his output to this formation,
including a concertante work, …la pierre et
l’étang (…les temps…) for string quartet,
percussion and string orchestra, and three
quintets: Accents (with piano), Deystviya (with
bayan), and Moroloya ké erotikà (with soprano).
The composer explains: «As suggested by the
title, in each of the movements there is a
leading-line around which the composition
evolves. The sound material becomes denser through the use of particular
stratification techniques applied to the first violin (1st and 2nd movement)
and to the cello (3rd movement), which each develop a reference line that
undergoes variable thickenings in harmonic breadth and timbre. The
inspiration for the sound derives from the technique of spectralism, while
the 4th and 5th movements are characterized by an environment of acoustic
saturation. In these, the sound material inspired by the leading-line, once
again on the cello, are extended over time through intense delays in the
shape of swirling diachronic spirals. The rare synchronic moments have
mainly a function of time pivots, that is to say they mark the end or

Michele dall’Ongaro

beginning of wide formal stretches. In these last two movements the
musical figures are linked to one another through chromatic procedures
with an extremely mobile and variable direction and imbue the score with
fossil impurities, like an archaeological artifact that has come to light after
many centuries». These months see various performances of works by
Ivan Fedele. Arcipelago Möbius, for clarinet, violin, cello and double bass
was performed on January 24 at the Seattle Athenaeum Library, with the
Seattle Modern Orchestra conducted by Julia Tai; Mudrā for thirteen
instruments will be played on February 6 at the Reaktorhalle
in Munich by the Ensemble Oktopus directed by Konstantia Gourzi; Suite
francese VI in the version for cello can be heard on February 11 at the
Politeama Garibaldi in Palermo, for the Associazione Siciliana Amici della
Musica, with the soloist Michele Marco Rossi; Valentina Coladonato,
soprano, and Claudio Proietti, piano, will perform Liriche minime for female
voice and piano on texts by Gemma Bracco on March 13 in the Sale
Apollinee of La Fenice in Venice, during the series Musikàmera. The same
work will be performed on May 27 in the Palazzina Liberty in Milan, during
the Rondò 2020 season, featuring students selected from the project “Call
for Young Performers” coordinated by Alda Caiello. On March 23 at the
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía in Madrid, in the Auditorio 400,
Immagini da Escher for ensemble will be played by the Divertimento
Ensemble directed by Sandro Gorli, and again on March 25 in the
Palazzina Liberty in Milan during the Rondò 2020 season. The piece will
also be played on April 4 in the Studio de l’Ermitage in Paris, with the
Ensemble 2e2m directed by Florent Didier. Lastly, Breath and Break for
brass trio and live electronics can be heard on March 24 at the Théâtre de
la Renaissance in Lyon during the Biennale des Musiques Exploratoires,
with the Ensemble Contrechamps. A recording of Ritrovari (Suite francese
VI) for viola is included on the CD Ricercari e Ritrovari issued by the label
Winter & Winter (910 256-2), in which Christophe Desjardin alternates the
movements of Fedele’s work with Domenico Gabrielli’s Ricercari.

Residence in Orchestra

The assembly of the Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia has elected

Michele dall’Ongaro as President-Superintendent of the Accademia for the
second time running. Dall’Ongaro, who has held the position since 2015,
exceeded the number of votes necessary for election,
as foreseen by the statute of the Institution, in the first
round and will remain in the post until 2025. During the
concert season 2019/20 “Prismi” of the Orchestra di
Padova e del Veneto, dall’Ongaro will hold the artistic
residence of the institution, promoted with the
collaboration and support of the Councilor of Culture of
the Municipality of Padua, the University of Padua, the
Ministry for Cultural Heritage and Activities and the
Regional administration of Veneto. His residence
will culminate in a commission for an orchestral
work that will open the coming season 2020/21.
In this role dall’Ongaro will lead the fifth edition
of Lezioni di Suono, the series established by
Marco Angius which foresees the constant
presence of the orchestra, ready to interact
with the ideas and suggestions offered by the
composer-supervisor. Divided into three
appointments, the series will take place on April
22, and May 6 and 27 in the Sala dei Giganti al Liviano in Padua. On these

New chamber work in
Lyon, Paris and Milan

Reconfirmation at Santa
Cecilia and residence with
the Orchestra di Padova e
del Veneto

occasions the Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto conducted by Marco
Angius will perform, on April 22, Michele dall’Ongaro’s La primavera for
piano and string orchestra, soloist Aldo Orvieto, and Freddo for violin, cello,
piano and orchestra, soloists Carlo Lazari, Carlo Teodoro and Aldo Orvieto;
on May 6 Bach Haus, intermezzo in one act on a libretto by Vincenzo De
Vivo; and on May 27 Checkpoint for chamber orchestra and Elogio per
un’ombra 1.2 for violin and ensemble, soloist Lorenzo Gentili Tedeschi. On
February 22 and again on February 23 La primavera will be performed in
the Uihlein Hall of the Marcus Center for the Performing Arts in Milwaukee,
by the pianist Orion Weiss and the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Ken-David Masur. Freddo can be heard on May 28, at the
Teatro Verdi in Pordenone, and again on May 29 and 30 at the Teatro Verdi
in Trieste, with the Ars Trio and the Orchestra del Teatro Lirico Giuseppe
Verdi in Trieste conducted by Fabrizio Maria Carminati. Finally, the label
EMA Vinci has issued the DVD Bach Haus. The intermezzo will be given
in the November 2017 production at the Teatro Flavio Vespasiano in Rieti,
with staging by Michele Della Cioppa, video projection by Flaviano Pizzardi,
costumes by Giuseppe Bellini, lights by Andrea Tocchio, stage director
Cesare Scarton, video directors Giuseppe and Luciano Scali, and the Reate
Festival Orchestra conducted by Federico Amendola. It will feature the bass
Clemente Antonio Daliotti (in the role of Johann Sebastian Bach), the
soprano Michela Guarrera (Anna Magdalena Bach), and the tenor Roberto
Jachini Virgili (Nibbio).

from page 1 (Luis de Pablo: For an Anniversary)

the Université Paris 8, Saint-Denis, and on March 15 at the Église SaintPierre-Saint-Paul in Montreuil, during the Festival Les Musicales. Giuseppe
Mennuti will play Turris eburnea for guitar at the Sala Casella of the
Accademia Filarmonica Romana on February 7, and at the Salotto di Casa
Tucci in Milan on February 9. On February 11 at the Fundación BBVA in
Bilbao the Grupo Vocal KEA conducted by Enrique Azurza will perform
Zurezko olerkia for eight voices, four percussionists and two txalaparta
players. On March 23 at the Auditorio 400 of the Museo Nacional Centro de
Arte Reina Sofía in Madrid, the Divertimento Ensemble directed by Sandro
Gorli will play Sexteto “Nubilus” for flute, clarinet, percussion, piano, violin
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and cello. The work will be repeated on March 25 at the Palazzina Liberty
in Milan, during the Rondò season, at the start of a concert explicitly titled
“Festa per Luis de Pablo”. Finally, on March 27 in the Sala Casella of the
Accademia Filarmonica Romana, Andrea Biagini and Luigi Sini will give the
world premiere of Tú voladora for flute and guitar, in a concert that jointly
celebrates Luis de Pablo’s ninetieth birthday and Marcello Panni’s eightieth.
The new piece consists of a new ad libitum part for flute to be freely added
to the composition for guitar Fábula, inspired by Gerardo Diego’s Fábula de
Equis y Zeda.

Martino Traversa

Refined Sonic Universe
On January 28 at the Conservatorio “G. Verdi” in Turin,

during the 2019/20 season of the Orchestra Filarmonica
di Torino OFT “Time”, Claude Debussy’s Six
épighraphes antiques in the orchestration by Martino
Traversa was premiered by the Orchestra di Padova
e del Veneto, who commissioned the work,
conducted by Luigi Piovano. The composition was
played again by the same artists on January 30 at
the Auditorium Pollini in Padua. Traversa tells us:
«Debussy completed the Six épigraphes antiques
for piano four hands just a few days before the
declaration of war in July 1914. Much of the material
used in this work came from a previous piece of
1901 titled Chansons de Bilitis, especially written for
his poet friend Pierre Loüys. Debussy had conceived the score
for an extremely unusual ensemble which included two flutes,
two harps and a celesta. Fourteen years later he returned to
the piece and re-used over half of it, transforming all the
material into a new work, Six épigraphes antiques. However,
necessities above all of an economic kind forced him to
complete the work in as short a time as possible. Times were
hard, his health had begun to fail, and he absolutely needed to
earn money to cover his expenses. We learn this from a letter
addressed to his publisher Jacques Durand, dated July 11,
1914, accompanying the score for piano four hands that he
was sending him. Debussy had intended to turn it into a suite
for orchestra at a later date, but due to his precarious

Orchestration of Debussy
for the Orchestra di Padova
e del Veneto

conditions and the difficulties he was facing, he decided to
complete at least this short piece, which would allow him to
ask the publisher for 3.000 Francs. I thought long
about Debussy’s intention to compose an orchestral
suite using the Six épigraphes antiques, and I tried
to imagine the type of orchestration and timbres he
might still have had in reserve for his highly refined
universe of sound. This latent thought accompanied
me over the last few years until, in 2018, Marco
Angius asked me precisely to orchestrate a
composition by Claude Debussy, to be performed
during the 2020 season of the Orchestra di Padova
e del Veneto. This was the great occasion I had
been waiting for to finally be able to orchestrate
these attractive small piano pieces. I did so with dedication,
humility and total respect for the original work, with the
intention of associating the sonic world so dear to Debussy
with the aesthetics of our time». On March 28 at the Casa del
Suono in Parma, during the series “Labirinti Sonori”, Quartetto
per viola sola for viola and magnetic tape will be performed by
Leonardo Bartali, with spatialization and sound engineering by
students of the Electronic Music course of the Conservatorio
“A. Boito” in Parma, held by Javier Torres Maldonado. Finally,
on March 31, at the Auditorium du Conservatoire à
Rayonnement Régional de Paris, Rimane, l’eco for ensemble
will be played by the Ensemble Court-circuit directed by Jean
Deroyer.

Pasquale Corrado

Beloved Sea

On February 28 in the Großes Haus of the Brandenburger

Theater in Brandenburg an der Havel, Dal mare il canto for
orchestra will be premiered by the Brandenburger
Symphoniker conducted by Andreas Spering, with a repeat
performance the following day, February 29. The composer
introduces his new work: «The sound of the sea has always
captured and stimulated my imagination. Reassuring,
frightening, calm, stormy, troubling, dark, romantic. The sea
can, for each of us, represent many things, recall many
moments, arouse many sensations. Some fear it, some love
to watch it, others approach it timidly, while others cannot do
without it. “Free man, you shall always cherish the seas”. With
these few words, Charles Baudelaire in his poem Man and the
Sea was able to express perfectly the inseparable link
between mankind’s search for freedom and the insatiable
quest for the horizon. That very horizon which, when viewing

Federico Gardella

New orchestral work
in Brandenburg
the calm sea, can barely be seen. It is from this
indistinguishable horizon that the song arrives, that message
that runs into my ears and enchants me. A song that crosses
the water, where the sea acts like a great container and
generator of filters of electronic treatments (delay, granulation,
band pass filters, resonance). A song whose path is never
straight or direct, but is channeled in vortices and currents that
contaminate its very nature. A song where “the sea imposes a
rhythm upon everything in me that is bewildered and confused”
(Rainer Maria Rilke)». High Light Night II for cello and
electronics will be performed by Michele Marco Rossi, with
Paolo Aralla as sound engineer, on February 2 at the Chiesa
di Sant’Alberto in Trapani, for the Amici della Musica, and on
February 8 at the Palacultura Antonello in Messina, for the
Accademia Filarmonica and the Associazione Musicale “V.
Bellini”.

The Sound of the Labyrinth
On March 12 in the Auditorium Pollini di Padova, the world
premiere will be given of Strapiombi di Uqbar for orchestra,
commissioned by the Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto with
the support of SIAE Classici di Oggi. The work will be repeated
on March 13 at the Teatro Ponchielli in Cremona, played by
the Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto conducted by Etienne
Siebens. Gardella explains: «In his Fictions, Jorge Luis Borges
tells us of an obscure region of Asia Minor, Uqbar, of which a
trace can be found only in a copy of an ancient encyclopedia.
The place is described in minute detail, but its geographical
location remains uncertain. It is, in fact, an imaginary place,
one of those labyrinths of thought that make the work of
Borges so enigmatic and, at the same time, so modern.
In Strapiombi di Uqbar I tried to imagine the “sound” of this
place/labyrinth, attempting to define its borders, to outline its
asperities. The form itself is conceived here like a cliff – as
vortex of sound, long inhabited – where everything (or almost)

New orchestral work for
the Orchestra di Padova
e del Veneto

coexists, where the different “regions” of sonic space become
a single place of listening, in which the nature of the cliff is to
be considered not as a limit to the sound, but as a chance to
sing». In these months various works by Federico Gardella
can be heard. On January 1 in the Sala Polifunzionale of
Garbagna (Alessandria), Jeder Mensch trägt ein Zimmer in
sich for female voice, on a text by Franz Kafka, was performed
by the mezzo-soprano Nicola Müllers; Essere bosco for four
percussionists will be played on February 2 at the Sala della
Musica “F. Marchesini” in Castiglione del Lago (Perugia), and
on February 9 at the Teatro Vittoria in Turin for the Unione
Musicale, with the Tetraktis Percussioni; Solo gli sguardi for
clarinet and piano can be heard on February 13 at the Teatro
San Carlo in Modena, for the Gioventù Musicale d’Italia,
performed by soloists of the AltreVoci Ensemble (Martina Di
Falco and Gaston Polle Ansaldi).
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Daniela Terranova

Premiere of a concerto
with a tour in central Italy

Hypnotic Listening
O

Caterina Di Cecca
On March 4 during the
Italian Academy Residency
at Columbia University in
New York, La verità ricurva
for nine instruments will be
played by the Ensemble
Échappé directed by
Benjamin Grow. In April
at the Memorial Museum
Apartment of E.F. Gnesin,
once home of Count
Andrej Petrovič Šuvalov, Il
passo della danza for flute
and cello, the finalist work
of the Gnesin Week Call
for Scores, will be played
by the Reheard Ensemble.
In May the Orchestra
Sinfonica Abruzzese
conducted by Marco
Moresco will play Le voci
della terra for orchestra,
commissioned by
Musanima 2020, six times
in six different venues in
Italy.

New work in Liège to
conclude the residence at
the Centre Henri Pousseur

n April 1 at the Teatro Verdi in Florence, Light Cloud,
Dark Cloud. D’après Rothko for clarinet and orchestra will
be premiered by Marco Ortolani and the Orchestra della
Toscana conducted by Valentina Peleggi, with repeat
performances on April 2 in the Pieve di Santa Maria in
Arezzo, on April 3 at the Teatro Comunale in Borgo
San Lorenzo and on April 5 in the Ridotto of the
Teatro Comunale “V. Antonellini” in L’Aquila for
the Società Aquilana dei Concerti “B. Barattelli”.
The composer explains: «Written for the clarinetist
Marco Ortolani, the work stems from a commission
by the Orchestra Regionale della Toscana realized
with the support and contribution of the project SIAE
Classici di Oggi. The title is a tribute to the essential,
luminous and vibrant painting of Mark Rothko and
his contemplation of a space-colour able to evoke
mystical and immaterial atmospheres by
investigating the enigma of unexplored and silent depths.
Likewise, this score calls for a hypnotic listening, since the
lack of any macroscopic events allows the attention to be
focused on the refined textures and on the perception of
minimum variants, based on the relations of closeness or
distance belonging to the peculiar timbres of the instruments
involved. Just as Rothko places colour at the centre of every
emotion, depriving the observer of any reassuring figurative
references, I aimed to place the timbre at the centre of all
dramaticity. Above all the timbre of the clarinet, which has no
strong moments or facile virtuosity in this score. I did not ask
the player for any virtuosity that could be appreciated in
terms of the quantity or the speed of the notes produced,
but I preferred to assign the clarinet the role of emotional
referent of the score, enwrapping it the folds of the
orchestra. The work opens with long and extended notes,
which mark the extreme borders of the high and low register
of the instrument. Fragile lines of multiphonic sounds float in
the central register, suspended within the distance that
separates the opposite poles, generating wakes that are
reflected in the stratified veils of the orchestra. The
possibility to break up the long notes into underblown
multiphonics, obtained by delicately easing the tension
needed to produce the high sound and letting shades of low

Malika Kishino

Our Life Cyrcle
A world premiere for Malika Kishino in May. On May 6 at

Aureliano Cattaneo
Alessandra Rombolà
played Visibile for piccolo
on January 23 at the Italian
Institute of Culture in
Melbourne. On March 15
at the Flagey in Brussels,
Neben for string quartet will
be played by the Cuarteto
Casals. On May 24 Deserti
for large ensemble will be
performed by Klangforum
Wien at the Opera and
Music Hall Beijing (China)
during the Beijing Modern
Music Festival.
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sounds emerge, allows the space to be enlarged vertically,
creating depths emphasized by the strings, which depict
backdrops at times drawn by single notes, at others in
groups, sustaining the breath of the soloist and reflecting the
variety of timbres like mirrors. The sound of the clarinet
condenses into an apparent stasis, inhabited by a
wholly interior movement that translates into the
micro-articulation of detail and the tension of
vibrant and dynamically changing sounds. The
soloist is an immobile engine, as can be deduced
from the very first notes that rip through the silence
and attract towards it the action of the orchestra,
which amplifies its sound, reverberating and
multiplying it, leaving the listener with multiform
condensations of chromatic clouds and immaterial
atmospheres. The tempo loses its pulsation in
favour of a continuous flow, which dilates and
slows down the perception of the listening». In these months
Daniela Terranova’s music can be heard on various
occasions. Breathing Rust and Clouds for flute was played
by Alessandra Rombolà on January 23 at the Istituto
Italiano di Cultura in Melbourne; Variazioni sul bianco for
cello and piano can be heard on February 27 at the Istituto
Italiano di Cultura in Vienna, with Francesco Dillon and
Emanuele Torquati. A Landscape in My Hands for piano will
be played on March 8 at the Fabbrica del Vapore, Music
Hub in Milan during the Rondò 2020 season, soloist Arianna
Granieri, and the start of May at the Festival Smog in
Brussels, with Chiara Saccone. Still Life With Roses for
ensemble will be played by Taller Sonoro on March 19 in
Córdoba. Finally, Silvia Cignoli will play And Time Lets Fall
Its Drop for electric guitar on March 26 at the Conservatorio
“G. Cantelli” in Novara and on May 22 at the Sala Puccini of
the Conservatorio “G. Verdi” in Milan. For several weeks
between February and May Daniela Terranova will be in
residence at the Istituto di Cultura Italiano in Vienna. She
will also teach, alongside other colleagues, including
Maurizio Azzan, on the composition course organized,
with the financial support of the Regione Puglia, by the
Fondazione Paolo Grassi in Martina Franca. Anna D’Errico,
Chiara Percivati and Marco Fusi will also take part.

the Église Saint-Antoine-et-Sainte-Catherine in Liège, during
the Festival Image Sonore, Vincent Royer and the Centre
Henri Pousseur will premiere Ra for viola and live
electronics, commissioned by the Centre Henri
Pousseur. The composer explains: «Shedding,
picking, battening... using a loom to fix the warp
threads, a craftsman produces the fabric by
interlacing the weft (filling threads) through them.
Ra is a kind of silk net that is produced by the
repetition of this pattern. The different size of the
nets are the motives of the textile. In Ra, I attempt
to replace the patterns which are created by
wefts, warps and nets with the sound material.
Long notes or tremolos are the wefts, glissandos
and scales which are depicted by quick upwards
movements are the warps and silence are the nets. When
these figures are played by the viola and intertwined by the
live electronic sounds, they produce textures and layers of
sound. In addition to the patterned sound material, the form
and gestures using a cycle and circular motion also play a
very important role. Japan has a long history of sericulture.
To produce silk, the cultivation of silkworms was developed.
A silkworm is a small and highly domestic insect whose life
cycle is rather short. After hatching from an egg, the worms

take one month to grow large enough to spin the silk. The
silkworm moves its head in figure 8 patterns as it spins the
cocoon. They continue this circular motion for almost 3 days
to complete their cocoon. People then boil these cocoons to
obtain silk ... We can say that the benefit of having
silk is juxtaposed with the sacrifice of the silkworms.
That is why people have respected silkworms as a
holy creature in the Japanese history of sericulture.
The circular motion that is used to spin by the
silkworms is for me like a metaphor for life chains.
I represent this circular motion by arpeggios with
important and gestural sound material. In about 20
minutes, the music progressively and permanently
evolves as if it were our life cycle or that of a
silkworm. The space that is designed by the sound
layers will give us the sensation of being surrounded by the
sound of silk, inside a cocoon». On February 1 at the
Funkhaus in Hanover, for the Norddeutscher Rundfunk
(NDR), the Ensemble Horizonte directed by Jörg-Peter
Mittmann will play Himmelwärts/Vers le ciel for flute,
percussion, violin, viola and cello. On May 22 Shiniti Ueno
& Phonix Reflexion and Les Percussions de Strasbourg will
play Sange for six percussionists at the National Olympic
Memorial Youth Center in Shibuya, Tokyo.

Bruno Maderna

Centenary Celebrations
T

he initiatives to mark the centenary of Maderna’s birth
continue. In particular, on February 4 in the Aula Magna
of “La Sapienza” University in Rome, the series of the
Istituzione Universitaria dei Concerti will feature the Suite
from the opera Hyperion for narrator, flute, oboe, choir
and orchestra, with the voice in absentiam of the late
Carmelo Bene. The concert resumes the project that
Marcello Panni had planned with the famous actor at the
start of the 1980s. The adaptation of the score is by
Marcello Panni, and the texts by Friedrich Hölderlin are
given in the translation and adaptation by Carmelo Bene.
It will be performed by Gianni Trovalusci, flute and
piccolo, Christian Schmitt, oboe, musette and English
horn, the Ensemble Ars Ludi, percussions, the chamber
choir of the Ready-made Ensemble and the Orchestra
Sinfonica Abruzzese conducted by Panni himself. Then,
on February 29, in collaboration with the Conservatorio
“A. Boito”, the Casa della Musica in Parma will host the
exhibition “Bruno Maderna: le dimensioni della musica”, a
study day with a concert of electronic music organized by
Javier Torres Maldonado for the 6th edition of the Ciclo
Internazionale of Musica Labirinti Sonori. As part of the
events proposed in the context of “Parma 2020: Capitale
Italiana della Cultura”, Labirinti Sonori is dedicating much
space to the music of the second half of the 20th century
and to that of our times. The study day will consist of
various activities, including lectures analyzing the works
of Maderna, a round table with the participation of
experts, and a monographic concert that will feature the
complete works for electronics by Maderna. The round
table will involve Alvise Vidolin, Alessandro Solbiati, the
musicologists Susanna Pasticci, Marco Capra, Paolo
Russo, and Gabriele Bonomo for the Edizioni Suvini
Zerboni. All the systems available at the Casa della
Musica will be used: Stanza Bianca (Wave Field
Synthesis, 189 loudspeakers), Anello Ambisonics (10
loudspeakers), Lampadario Sonoro (224 loudspeakers).
The programme of the concert, with the sound direction of
students from Javier Torres Maldonado’s electronic music
class at the “A. Boito” Conservatory in Parma, will include
Serenata III in the original quadriphonic version;
Continuo, spatialization by Lorenzo Donadei, a pupil, like

the others, of the electronic music course of the
Conservatory; Notturno, spatialization by Alice Cusi;
Dimensioni n. 2, invention on a voice, electronic music
and female voice on phonemes of Hans G. Helms,
spatialization by Gianluca Aresu; Syntaxis, spatialization
by Vincenzo Toro; Sequenze e strutture, spatialization by
Lilia Aurora Carrillo Madrigal; and Le rire, spatialization by
Mariaceleste De Rosa. On January 11 at the Funkhaus
Wallrafplatz, during the series Musik der Zeit in Cologne,
Stele per Diotima for orchestra with a cadenza for soloists
(violin, clarinet, bass clarinet, horn) was performed by the
violinist Patricia Kopatchinskaja and the WDR
Sinfonieorchester conducted by Michael Wendeberg.
On January 17 in the Aula Uniwersytecka in Poznań
(Poland), Łukasz Borowicz conducted the Orkiestra
Filharmonii Poznańskiej in a performance of the Tre pezzi
per organo by Girolamo Frescobaldi in Maderna’s
transcription for chamber orchestra. Serenata n. 2 for
eleven instruments was played on January 31 at the Pôle
Sup’ 93 in La Courneuve by the Orchestre des Étudiants
du Pôle Sup’ 93 conducted by Martin Matalon. The same
work will be played on March 8 in the Auditorio Stelio
Molo of the RSI during the “900presente” series of the
Conservatorio della Svizzera Italiana in Lugano, with the
Ensemble 900 directed by Arturo Tamayo, and again on
March 19 at La Scala, in the Ridotto dei Palchi “A.
Toscanini”, with the Ensemble da Camera Giorgio
Bernasconi of the Accademia Teatro alla Scala directed
by Marco Angius. Other orchestral transcriptions by Bruno
Maderna can be heard in Milan and Naples: Le Sinfonie
(La Napoletana, La Venexiana, La Veronese, La
Romana, La Mantovana) by Lodovico Grossi da Viadana
on February 13 and 15 at the Teatro Dal Verme in Milan,
with the Orchestra I Pomeriggi Musicali conducted by
John Neschling, and In ecclesiis, from the original motet
for two solo voices, two choirs, organ and orchestra by
Giovanni Gabrieli, on February 22 at the Teatro San
Carlo in Naples, with the orchestra of the Theatre
conducted by Dennis Russel Davies. Finally, Musica su
due dimensioni for flute and magnetic tape can be heard
on April 9 at the Teatro Regio in Parma, with Nicola
Bernardini, flute, and Alvise Vidolin, sound engineer.

Resumption of the project
with Carmelo Bene and
complete works for
electronics

Roland Kayn
The label Reiger Records
Reeks has released
Scanning (KY-CD 1901-10),
a box set of ten CDs that
feature the cybernetic music
realized in 1982-83 by the
German composer who died
in 2011.

Ennio Morricone

Italian Excellence
E nnio Morricone has received the award for lifetime
achievement from the Senato della Repubblica. The
tribute to Italian excellence in the
arts, in culture and in social
practices was assigned to him
in the Hall of the Senate by the
president Maria Elisabetta Alberti
Casellati, with the following
motivation: «For being able to
recount with his music stories of
universal value which, from great
cinema to the television, from
conducting to composition, have
succeeded in enchanting entire
generations, becoming the living testimony of Italian

Lifetime achievement award
with a concert at the Senate
genius and excellence throughout the world». On
January 11, for the first appointment of the year in the
cycle “Senato&Cultura”, Morricone and his
son Andrea conducted the Roma Sinfonietta
in pieces taken from his best known film
scores, alongside two compositions of
“absolute” music: Se questo è un uomo for
soprano, narrator, violin soloist and strings on
a text by Primo Levi, and Quattro anacoluti
per A.V. for strings. Ennio Morricone’s
Quattro pezzi for guitar is included on the
CD Aurora Ensemble Trio that the group
consisting of Ilaria Cavalca, piano, Jessica
Gabriele, flute, and Sara Rozzi, guitar, have
recorded for the label EMA Vinci (EMA 70170).

The new general catalogue of Suvini Zerboni is available on line.
All the works we published are listed on the website: www.esz.it
A powerful, complete and efficient search engine will allow artistic directors, musicians, ensembles,
orchestras and music lovers to view our catalogue and search works by instrument, setting, title or author.
Our website also gives access to useful information such as composers biographies,
program notes, calendar of concerts and world premieres.

Franco Donatoni
On February 13 at the
Auditorium Rai “Arturo
Toscanini” in Turin,
during the series Rai
NuovaMusica, Duo pour
Bruno for orchestra will be
played by the Orchestra
Sinfonica Nazionale della
Rai conducted by Marco
Angius.
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Alessandro Solbiati

Intersection of Symmetries
Italian chamber
premiere, concert
and monographic CD

Mehdi Khayami
Sorriso del dubbio for
flute, clarinet and piano
will be premiered by the
Appassionato Ensemble
on March 8 in Trento,
for the Associazione
MotoContrario, during
the Festival Contrasti.

On May 23, in the Tempio Valdese in Milan, Jacopo Taddei
and Elia Tagliavia will premiere Élan for saxophone and
piano. The composer writes: «Jacopo Taddei is
a young, formidable musician who recently left
the saxophone class of Mario Marzi at the
Milan Conservatory, and has already won, one
after the other, every national and international
competition he has taken part in. A title like
Élan, impetus, comes quite naturally for such
a performer, and it is also natural to make it
above all a piece full of energy, vitality.
I nevertheless wanted to go beyond any facile
virtuosic display that the saxophone is capable
of and to build a formal and expressive
arch that is both clear and complex, that
would on the one hand highlight the “duo”
side (in Élan the saxophone and piano
often blend into a single instrument) and
on the other a richer and more surprising
range of timbres than one might expect.
This involves using the sound box of the
piano, and bichords, sounds with the
voice or breath and so on in the
saxophone, certainly not to “amaze with
effects”, but for a precise expressive purpose. Clarity and
complexity come, in fact, from the combination of two
different symmetries in the piece. There is a first symmetry
regarding the alternating use of the soprano and tenor sax:
the first starts, then the other has a long passage, and the
first returns, drawing, in terms of register, a sort of U, a highlow-high parabola in A-B-A. But there is a second symmetry
regarding the expressive moods, which is instead in the
form A-B-A-B: a very tense and high episode then plunges
into the low register (of the tenor sax) still restless but
slowing down in a sweet and ancient medium-low central
part (Organum), until becoming once again restless, fast
and urgent, returning to the initial shrill sound of the
soprano, which is then transformed into a sweet, low and

enchanting episode, crystalline and suspended, bringing the
piece to a close». On January 26 in the Sala Casarini of the
Hotel Due Torri in Verona, the first edition of the
Festival delle Arti Contemporanee coordinated
by Andrea Mannucci, included a monographic
concert dedicated to Alessandro Solbiati with an
introduction by the composer. The soloists of the
NED Ensemble (Nadina Calistru and Silvia
Vassallo, soprano; Gabriele Galvani, clarinet;
Miranda Mannucci, violin; Lorenzo Boninsegna,
viola; Adriano Ambrosini and Federico Melis,
piano) performed Sei piccoli pezzi for clarinet and
piano, Path for B flat clarinet, Corde for viola,
Sonata Felix for violin and piano from an
incomplete original by Felix Mendelssohn
Bartholdy, To Whom? for soprano, and Hölderlin
Lieder for soprano and piano. On January 20 Maria
Eleonora Caminada and Anna Leonardi performed
Gesang ist Dasein for soprano and English horn, and
Anthos - Parte II for oboe at the Conservatorio della
Svizzera Italiana in Lugano. On January 23 Con
l’antico canto, in the version for violin and bassoon,
was played by Gabriele Pieranunzi and Paolo Carlini at
the Teatro Astoria in Lerici during the series “Suoni dal
Golfo”. On February 22 in Trieste a video of Manet for cello
and piano will be made for a DVD by the Associazione
Chromas, with Relja Lukic and Emanuela Piemonti. Pour
Ph.B. for clarinet, violin, cello and piano can be heard on
April 21 in Terni during an analysis and composition
masterclass held by the composer, focusing on the figure
of Bruno Maderna on the day of the centenary of his birth.
Finally, the label EMA Vinci has released a monographic CD
titled Insieme dedicated to Alessandro Solbiati (EMA 70131).
The programme includes Sinfonia da camera for fifteen
players, Insieme for ten instruments, the Concerto for guitar
and 15 instruments and Neve in the version for sixteen
instruments, with the Ukho Ensemble Kiev directed by Luigi
Gaggero.

Nicola Sani

USA premiere inspired
by T.S. Eliot

Timbral Universe
A world premiere for Nicola Sani on May 10, at the

Columbus Museum of Art in Columbus, Ohio, when Other
Echoes for string quartet will be played by the Carpe Diem
String Quartet, who commissioned the work. The composer
explains: «Other Echoes, commissioned by the Carpe Diem
String Quartet, is my latest experience with a string quartet,
but the first that is purely acoustic, after the now distant
Tendenze, string quartet with electronics on magnetic tape,
and the more recent Four Darks in Red for string quartet
with fixed multi-channel media, whose title is linked to a
picture by Mark Rothko. In this case too the title has a poetic
inspiration, this time literary, namely T.S. Eliot’s Four
Quartets, that extraordinary text closely linked to the form
of the quartet. In a previous work, again for four instruments,
I had drawn inspiration from Eliot’s A Time for the Evening,
from the second part of the poem, East Coker, inspired by
themes from Ecclesiastes, an intense meditation on time,
cosmic space, nature and human life. Instead, the relation
between time past and time future is reflected upon in Burnt
Norton, the first of Eliot’s four movements. These themes lie
at the basis of my new piece, which assumes the form of a
dialogue between the four instruments, as if they were
symbolic of the four elements, the archetype of Nature and
of the universe that surrounds humanity. The title comes
from Eliot’s expression “Other echoes inhabit the garden.
Shall we follow?”, where “echoes” can also have the
meaning of “sounds”. The four players are arranged at
different points in space and respond differently to the
trajectories unleashed by each individual instrument, which
in turn becomes a generator of timbral space. The sonic
research available with digital technologies has allowed me,
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in recent years, to explore more deeply the relation between
natural sound, pan-acoustic material and timbral space;
today my attention is focused on the universe of
instrumental timbre. This is a new area of research, of
tensions at their limit, filtered by the electro-acoustic gaze of
sound, through which the dialogue between the instruments
takes on novel characteristics, with unpredictable dynamic
and spatial outcomes. In particular, it is space that provides
a new pole of attraction and parameter of elaboration, a
sonic space to be freely trespassed and where timbre
merges, elaborating itself in the confluence and interrelation
between the single elements. An intermedia conception,
dramaturgical even without the use of images or visual
codes, in the sense of the interdependence of all the
elements at play. The title also indicates the intention to
break through the barriers of sound “that is listened to” and
to make it explode in its multifarious complexity, between
the echoes of a world that has changed space». Come una
specie di infinito for cello and piano can be heard on March
22 at the Auditorium Vallisa in Bari, during the season of the
Accademia dei Cameristi, with Giovanni Gnocchi and
Alessandro Stella. Finally, two new recordings should be
mentioned, both released on the label EMA Vinci: Al di là dei
miei uragani for accordion and electronics gives the title to
the CD featuring the accordion player Francesco Gesualdi
(EMA 40081), to whom the work is dedicated, and similarly
Fatales Fagott Solo provides the title for the CD Fatales
Fagott by the bassoon player Paolo Carlini (EMA 40093),
again the dedicatee of the work, joined, in this piece for
bassoon and digital soundtrack, by Alvise Vidolin.

Eric Maestri

Electro-acoustic Ecosystem
These months see three world premieres for Eric Maestri. On

January 18 at the Théâtre du Galpon in Geneva Action (I) for
electro-acoustic device was played by the Vortex Ensemble. The
composer explains :«The basis of the piece is formed by a closed
space of action inside which the music is recorded as if it were a
cinema scene. The movement inside it and the use of elements
enclosed in space are employed to record events which are
autonomous thanks to the movement which characterizes them.
The space of the action is in this case defined by a room that
encloses all the possible combinations of the movements. There
are instruments, scores and books. A certain light and
some texts. My voice. A prepared text. A short script
defines everything. The plot is then distorted,
transforming it into a sort of track that recalls the
action that took place. The composition is strongly
influenced by the performance device. The piece,
written to mark the fifteenth anniversary of the
Ensemble Vortex from Geneva, will be performed
through 1600 piezoelectric speakers – tiny
loudspeakers that act as vibration transducers –
spread around the Théâtre du Galpon. The speakers
create a 16-channel electro-acoustic ecosystem and
turn the hall of the theatre into in a huge sound
chamber». On February 18 at the Université Paris 8
Vincennes-Saint Denis, Intermezzo for piano and
electronics will be premiered by Franco Venturini. Maestri introduces
the work: «The title Intermezzo suggests the idea of transition from
one musical situation to another and makes reference to the piano
writing of the Intermezzi of Brahms. Franco Venturini, to whom the
work is dedicated, strongly influenced the writing thanks to his deep
knowledge of the instrument and of the most up-to-date piano
techniques. Three ideas characterize the piece: the first two are
defined by a figure created by the articulation of the attack and the
resonance on the piano, and the second is that of restriking the key.
The attacks and resonances are created through extended
techniques (clusters, long pedal movements, percussion on the
strings, amplification conceived to obtain a sense of closeness to
the instrument). The first idea is characterized by the filtering of the
resonance caused by a sharp pedal stroke released (‘slap!’ on the
piano) with a cluster of unplayed notes that are gradually reduced
in terms of register; the second is the opposite of the previous one:
a chromatic cluster is played on the keys and the resonance is
gradually mitigated by slowly raising the pedal. On the one hand,
then, the attack – in the first idea, mute and made to resonate by
the pedal stroke, and in the second, played with a cluster of several
octaves – and on the other, the resonance – in the first figure filtered
by the reduction of the resonant space activated by the mute-cluster,
in the second made to resonate by the pedal, which is slowly raised,
and articulated through small groups of notes that follow a
descending path, like a slight zig-zag: these two figures are
conceived as one being the variation of the other. The use of the
pedal plays a fundamental role. It is characterized by two types of
movement: percussion and slow release. The percussion activates
the resonance and the second action makes it possible, through the
amplification of the instrument, to gradually pass from the resonance
to the dry sound by controlling the dampers which, in an uneven
manner, stop the vibration of the strings; the percussive element
also creates figures that in most cases return in a varied form.
Restriking the key – performed using the technique of double
escape, of the note stopped on the keyboard and of the traditional
restriking – is the third idea of the piece. The composition moves
along an axis characterized by the passage through the three ideas
and is based on continuous variation – a repetition constantly
modified in their minimum detail – which creates a sort of forward
impulse, of constant evolution that comes to a brusque stop. The
three ideas are made to interact and constantly overlap, creating a
multiple musical object. In this piece I am working on the notions of
the flux of sonic ideas, or of interior monologue, conceived as an
index of the possible musical ideas, and of differential variation,
which works around the thresholds between the figures of the piece.
The electronics part is designed to be interactive. A Max patch
creates a process of transposition of the frequency of the sound
spectrum linked to the amplitude of the signal coming from the piano
but inversely proportional in intensity, so as to create a distortion
of the signal that is greater on the resonance than on the attack.
The amplification of the instrument aims to obtain a sensation of

Three premieres with electronics
and a new work for piano

closeness, with a contact microphone on the soundboard of the
piano and two panoramic microphones. The mixing of the sources
helps to obtain a sound image that is at once precise and broad. The
performance requires a live mixing of the piano and the electronics
part, which must blend as much as possible». On May 27 at the
Palazzina Liberty in Milan, during the Rondò 2020 season, Ritratto
voce for mezzo-soprano be given its first performance in the version
with electronics. It will be performed by a singer selected from the
project Call for Young Performers, an annual singing course held by
Alda Caiello. The composer tells us: «In this new version of Ritratto
voce the electronics allows me to develop the co-existence
of various sonic planes. Starting from the values and
pitches of the vocal part, the electronics develops the
microtonal inflections already present in the score using
techniques of vocal synthesis, such as the FOF (formantic
wave function). This type of synthesis provides the basis
for the electronics, from which I organize the sound in its
different timbral and semantic dimensions. By working on
the memory of electronic sounds – the FOF technique is
one of the most typical vocal syntheses in the history of
computer music – I try to create a sound that develops
the colours of the sung vowels and to define a vocal and
synthetic hybrid with the voice. The constant variation of the
colour, made possible by the subtle use of the synthesis
values, defines musical figures that, in counterpoint,
accompany and extend the expressive potential of the vocal part.
The synthesis sounds are joined by recently recorded environmental
sounds, which refer to various dimensions of the word. The
electronics then allows me to organize the coexistence of the
different sonic worlds which in turn refer to the everyday and
musical experience of the listener. In this way I try to stimulate the
imagination during the listening and use music as a tool for an
oneiric journey through the sonic reality and sublimation in music».
Finally, a new piece for piano, Consolations, which will be part of a
cycle still in progress. Maestri explains: «Consolations extends my
exploration of the interior monologue; this type of work allows me to
identify musical ideas starting from a situation of profound listening
to the instrument; to pass through my musical imagination; to quote
without quoting; to traverse musical experience through the
singularity of my compositional choices. The work has two phases.
The first directly on the piano and the second in the drafting. The
writing develops five musical ideas in a consequential manner. The
title evokes the Consolations of Liszt and his dry piano style. The
composition starts from the first idea improvised on the piano, a sort
of theme, which is the starting point for all the rest. The theme is
always varied in duration, like a blurred object obsessively repeated
from memory. The repetition consoles me in the fact that I cannot
grasp the object I perceive, something that writing, then, fixes. The
initial theme is like a second musical idea that is unable to return to
the first because it cannot remember it; gradually also the second
one is lost. The flux then becomes a free invention on an idea that
cancels itself. In this piece I further develop the notion of differential
variation. The rule is simple: each repeated element is never
completely the same. By differentiating the objects that repeat
themselves a constant flux is achieved which gives the sensation
of time that is advancing without stopping, but that instead is
interrupted at a certain point. The metric shifting allows the
realization of a sort of constant development, of music that
continues to move forward. This may seem similar to Morton
Feldman’s notion of crippled symmetry; as in Feldman the small
differences become an engine for the composition. However, in
Consolations, the repetition creates a narration and a transformation
that does not happen in Feldman. Differential variation involves
working on the notion of perceptual threshold and on the minimal
differences that can be carried out on a musical figure; in this way
I “open” the figure and I discover that inside it there are all the
possible figures. Working with differential variation allows you to
discover spaces within a musical idea and, poetically, to access
all its potential. The opening of this possibility therefore involves
the appearance, creatively speaking, of that compositional instant,
the moment, that is, in which the possibilities are assumed as a
compositional choice, singularly positioned in the instant in which it
is taken». On February 22 at the Teatro Sancarlino in Brescia, the
series Sulle Ali del Novecento will feature Tre case for clarinet, string
trio and piano, with the Dèdalo Ensemble directed by Vittorio Parisi.
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Maurilio Cacciatore

Vibrating Sicks
New work for Les
Percussions de Strasbourg
and piano revisions

Giorgio Federico Ghedini
On February 2, at the Teatro
della Pergola in Florence,
during the season of Amici
della Musica, and again on
February 8 at the Teatro di
Documenti, Rome, the
Terzo Quartetto (in un sol
tempo) for strings will be
played by the Quartetto
Prometeo. Musica notturna
for orchestra can be heard
on March 6 at the
Auditorium Paganini in
Parma, with the Filarmonica
Arturo Toscanini conducted
by Daniele Gatti. The
Concerto dell’albatro for
violin, cello, piano, narrator
and orchestra will be
performed on April 3 and 4
at the Politeama Garibaldi in
Palermo by the Ars Trio of
Rome and the Orchestra
Sinfonica Siciliana
conducted by Jonathan
Webb.

Premiere in Brescia
concludes a phase
of composition

On March 20 at the National Bulgarian Radio in Sofia,

the Festival “ppIANISSIMO”, International Festival of
Contemporary Piano Music, will include the world premiere
of Tutorial 2: #Keyboard-on-Keyboard in the version for
piano and electronics, with Anna D’Errico. The composer
introduces the work: «The original version of
Tutorial 2 involved the use of the Disklavier piano
so as to combine the live piano performance with
the midi program of an added harmonic layer. In
this version for grand piano without Midi, the part
is replaced by electronics, transmitted in stereo
or through vibration speakers placed on the
sound board of the piano». In the same concert
the soloist will also give the premieres of the
revised versions of Studi I, II and III for piano.
Cacciatore explains: «I’ve been working for
months on the definitive version of my Studi for
piano, which I felt needed correcting in some
aspects of the form or the homogeneity of the writing.
In the last months I have discovered how challenging and
complex it is to revise one’s own work. You can decide to
revise a piece for various reasons: because with the
passing of time you have had a better idea about certain
instrumental aspects or because you want to add a
prologue and an epilogue. You may want to cut some parts
that after a while seem unnecessary or you can make an
instrumental passage more simple in terms of the
complexity of the technical aspects. Naturally the revision of
a piece starts from an analysis and when you self-analyze
one of your own pieces, perhaps written many years ago,
the musical analysis partly coincides with a psychological
self-analysis. One of the doubts, for example, is whether
it is right to leave the piece with the language and
semiography that you used at the time of its writing, or
whether to change it with reference to the moment in which
you are making the revision. My first Studio was written
twelve years ago and obviously in twelve years my writing
has changed a great deal. At the same time, also the
semiography has partly changed, that is the signs I
recurrently use for each instrument in my pieces. In
particular, besides some changes in the fingering or in the
choice of technical solutions, in the first Studio I decided to
cut the whole final section. Not that I didn’t like the first
version, but I believe that with the passing of time my
writing is becoming increasingly more synthetic. In the new
edition, each Studio is given a clear title, which in these
three are: Omaggio a Ligeti, Corde stoppate, and Carpo e
metacarpo. Soon the other pieces will be added to

Marco Quagliarini

Fragments of Dreams
On February 22, at the Teatro Sancarlino in Brescia,

Filippo Perocco
Anna D’Errico will give the
world premiere of a new
piece for piano on March 20
at the National Bulgarian
Radio in Sofia, during the
International Festival of
Contemporary Piano Music
“ppIANISSIMO”.
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conclude the cycle of Studi and, ultimately, to celebrate my
“30s”». On March 26 at the Théâtre de Hautepierre in
Strasbourg, Corale for three percussionists will be given its
world premiere by the Les Percussions de Strasbourg, who
commissioned the work. It will be played again between
May 4 and 22 in Osaka, Aichi, Nagoya and Tokyo
during the ensemble’s tour in Japan. The
composer introduces his new work: «This is the
first piece in which my vibrating sticks will be
officially presented. They are a device that allows
the production of long sounds on the percussion
as well as on other instruments through a system
of vibration inserted inside a percussion stick and
adjustable using a pedal. I worked on this project
for the last three years and the sensation is like
that of a speleologist who discovers a new cave.
The use of this device raises several issues
concerning the writing: the semiography, that is
the musical notation; how to consider certain harmonies,
which despite having perceptible pitches within them, are
nevertheless harmonies with sounds of a complex spectral
composition. As in other pieces of mine, I try to keep the
harshness of the writing to the minimum so that it is as
close as possible to the physiology of each instrument. The
three percussionists have three timpani at the centre of
their set-up. On these I use stainless steel disks that are
capable of transmitting a vibration to the skin of the drum
similar to what is generally obtained with reversed crash
cymbals but much richer in harmonics. Other small
instruments like bells and woodblocks complete the set-up.
Timpani used as a means of resonance is something that
often recurs in my pieces, ever since Lost in feedback; to
be coherent with this idea, the timpani are arranged in a
similar way to three front speakers (left, centre, right) and
the writing is conceived on this basis. Once again I am
pursuing the idea of assimilating the techniques of
electronic music in instrumental writing and I realize that
this way of thinking alone changes the writing substantially.
The idea behind Corale is to celebrate the new morphology
of sounds that are now possible on the percussion. It is not
a chorale in the strict sense but an idea of harmonic
sequences on instruments that are not normally involved in
this aspect of music». From January to May Maurilio
Cacciatore will be in residence at the SWR Experimental
Studio in Freiburg, in order to create a new work with
electronics for the Experimental Ensemble of the same
radio broadcaster.

during the series Sulle Ali del Novecento, Murale IV for
ensemble will be given its world premiere by the Dèdalo
Ensemble directed by Vittorio Parisi. The
composer explains: «The Mural: fragments of
dream, of chants, of shouts, of half sentences,
of visions that surface and sink, are immersed
and emerge like petals at the mercy of the
waves of the sea. With Murale IV I wanted to
close a phase of composition that I felt no
longer represented my idea of modernity. Think
of the concept of the web; the internet is an
extraordinary example of modernity. It allows
you to enter and leave rooms located in
different spaces of time; and yet all these rooms
are in some way connected, or rather interconnected. The
multimedia is the true evolution of modern writing. Murale

IV is divided into as many as 13 situations (but they could
also be more). Each of these situations is a centre; a
centre closed in itself, with its own time. Time, as I said, is
the subject of these situations, is always constant
to itself; development (which means progressing
intellectually) is extraneous to the concept of time.
Moreover, time is nothing other than my
perception of time. This is why something that has
been merges with something still to come. During
the course of the composition I discovered that a
“situation” that I imagined overlaps with another
“situation” that made reference to Bartok’s Fourth
Quartet (III movement). I didn’t change it, as it
isn’t a quotation. Memory, in fact, is that place
(“situation”) where what has been and what will
be, embrace in an eternal being there. The true essence
of composing, then, becomes memory».

Francesco Ciurlo

Metaphor for Growth
E SZ have begun a collaboration with a new composer,

Francesco Ciurlo. After studying with Marco Stroppa,
Gabriele Manca and Giorgio Colombo Taccani, he now
lives and works in Stuttgart. His compositions have been
performed at prestigious events, including the Biennale di
Venezia, the Lucerne Festival and the Festival ManiFeste,
and have been broadcast by the SRF2,
Deutschlandfunk, Rai Radio 3, NPO4 and RTP,
involving performers such as the Ensemble
Intecontemporain, Mdi, the Stuttgarter
Kammerorchester and the SWR Vokalensemble.
Winner and finalist in various competitions,
Ciurlo was selected for the Tenso Young
Composers Workshop and for Ircam’s Académie
ManiFeste. He is currently composer in
residence for the 2020 season of the
Divertimento Ensemble and will hold the same
role for the Künstlerhof Schreyahn in 2020/21.
This period sees three world premieres and two repeat
performances of music by Francesco Ciurlo. On January
23 at the Teatro Litta in Milan, during the Rondò 2020
series, the Divertimento Ensemble directed by Mauro
Bonifacio will premiere À bout de souffle for five players.
The composer introduces the work: «À bout de souffle is
based upon the idea of branching, intended as a metaphor
for the growth of something both extraneous and familiar at
the same time. The trunk is the main process – dominated
by the regular pulse – and the branches are elements
derived from it but with a parallel growth and an
independent direction. Both the trunk and the branches are
subject to a restless acceleration, characterized by a tight
articulation, which requires the highest tension from the
performers until the last breath». The same concert will
include a second piece, Greylands for six players. Ciurlo
tells us: «So called “fuzzy” logic places in doubt the
assertion typical of classic binary logic, according to
which the states of the world can be only described
by propositions that are either true or false. The title
Greylands refers to the possibilities of exploration –
unlocked by fuzzy logic – of limitless grey areas between
these two opposite poles. In this perspective, black and
white only become special cases of grey. The first section
is built around a process, formed by two complementary
routes, with a similar evolution but opposite results. The
first path can be defined as an irregular ignition that
enriches the musical texture with accents and dynamic
peaks. The second path is instead a shutdown, gradual
and steady. After a last gasp, this impossible dichotomy
resolves in stasis and in balance. The second part of the
piece also depicts a process; its cyclical character makes
any resolution almost impossible and the dense musical

texture is lacerated by sudden, irrational solo moments».
On April 18 the Divertimento Ensemble, joined by the
soprano Anna Piroli and directed by Sandro Gorli, will give
the world premiere of Arie di Troposfera for soprano and
ensemble in the Sala Puccini of the Conservatorio
“G. Verdi” in Milan. The composer explains: «Arie di
Troposfera is a re-elaboration from Troposfera, a
one-act opera staged at the Venice Biennale in
2016. The opera is a family tale, at the same
time obscure and celestial, telling the story of a
farewell to the world. Isi, the young protagonist,
one day – without any precise reason – loses
weight and starts flying, leaves the ground,
defying gravity. This work re-elaborates and
connects the three arias of the protagonist, “Aria
delle parti del corpo”, “Aria della Troposfera” and
“Aria dell’addio”. The work is written for Anna
Piroli, who will again take on the part of Isi after
four years and in this concert version». The Rondò 2020
season will also feature two other world premieres, again
in the Sala Puccini of the Conservatorio “G. Verdi” in Milan,
on May 25. The Divertimento Ensemble directed by
Sandro Gorli, with the soprano Laura Catrani, the baritone
Maurizio Leoni and the oboist Luca Avanzi, will premiere
Lebos Lobos for soprano, baritone and four instruments,
and a new work for oboe and ensemble. The composer
describes the first piece with these words: «The text of
Lebos Lobos is based on the poems Grades and Lobos
(written in a mixture of Spanish and Portuguese) by Néstor
Perlongher, an Argentinian poet exiled to Brazil in the 80’s,
and on some extracts from Profezia by Pier Paolo Pasolini.
The first of the two pieces, Lebos, is a precise and
relentless machine, in which the strength of Pasolini’s text
is grafted into the flow of words and phonetic games of
Perlongher’s two poems, which are entrusted with the
rhythmic continuity of the piece. Lobos maintains the
mixture of the two texts but changes their weight, confining
Perlongher to a marginal and barely whispered role and
focusing on the explicit and brutal force of Pasolini’s
anaphora (“essi che”). While keeping a clear mechanical
and geometric quality, Lobos is conceived as a tribute to
Gerard Richter – in particular to his Farbtafeln or “color
samples”. In these works, Richter randomly juxtaposes
squares of identical size, containing shades of four colours
(usually three primary colours and grey). What fascinates
me most about these paintings, is the way our mind
creates connections and relationships, virtual and almost
non-existent, between the colours randomly juxtaposed. In
the piece, I attempted to borrow this technique, so that the
attention shifts to the pulse and its continuous changes, in
fragments of always different durations».

Collaboration with a new
composer starts with three
premieres

Vittorio Montalti
The label Stradivarius has
issued the monographic CD
Sotterrano (STR 37134)
dedicated to Vittorio
Montalti, following his
residence in the Rondò
2018 season of the
Divertimento Ensemble. The
pieces featured include Les
toits de Paris for six players,
Bestiaire remix for solo
voice, Nu descendant un
escalier for ensemble, and
Tentative d’épuisement for
ensemble, performed by
Ljuba Bergamelli and the
Divertimento Ensemble
directed by Sandro Gorli.

Valerio Sannicandro

Dramaturgy of the Sea
O

n May 27 in the studio of Radio France in Paris, A Book
of Depths for ensemble will be premiered by
L’Instant Donné. The work, commissioned by
Radio France for the radio series “Alla Breve”
dedicated to the composer, is introduced as
follows by the composer: «A Book of Depths
continues my reflection on the multiple
(philosophical) identities of the sea (Massimo
Cacciari, L’Arcipelago, 1997), this time focused
on a more naturalistic dimension. The names
of the five levels of the oceans (Epipelagic,
Mesopelagic, Bathypelagic, Abyssopelagic,
Hadalpelagic) are represented in the five short
moments of a composition organized as a Suite:
each section, besides having clearly characterized musical

identity, is written for a different instrumentation, in which
however the percussion, omnipresent, represent
the fil rouge of the musical discourse. A musical
discourse that, in this work for nine players,
makes up a dramaturgy that is also reflected
in the arrangement of the instruments on the
stage: the five movements (some of which
follow each other without a break) can be played
as a single work, but also as independent
miniatures. The composition is in turn the basis
on which the five elements, or musical identities,
converge into a composition for ensemble that
constructs their synthesis».

New work broadcast
by Radio France

Leonardo Marino
On March 2 students of the
Haute École de Musique de
Genève will perform Dietro
la luce II for ensemble in the
hall of their institution.
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Giorgio Colombo Taccani

Stones of Remembrance
New piano work in Parma
and numerous performances

Gilberto Bosco
Gilberto Bosco’s Ostinato
for piano is featured on
Adele D’Aronzo’s CD
Dediche (EMA 70166) and
his Con impeto trattenuto
appears on the CD Aurora
Ensemble Trio (EMA
70170), both on the EMA
Vinci label.

A world premiere and many repeat performances for

Giorgio Colombo Taccani in this period. On April 3 in
Parma, during the series Verso Traiettorie, Davide
Cabassi will premiere Klare lebende Steine for piano.
The composer introduces his new work: «All began with
a substantial project conceived by Stefano Taglietti,
composer and presenter of an interesting radio
transmission devoted to contemporary music
(“Clocks and Clouds” on RadiostArt). The
project foresaw, in view of the Day of
Remembrance on January 27, the
broadcasting of short compositions written
especially for the occasion. My already
certain interest in this initiative was made
decisive by Davide Cabassi’s proposal to
work together on the project, which held
quite a deep significance for both of us. The
outcome was a short piece for piano, whose
importance for me goes far beyond the
almost aphoristic duration of the piece: “Die
lebenden Steine” (“The living stones”) was a term used
to describe the prisoners of the Mauthausen-Gusen
lager, forced to do inhuman work in the quarries near
the camp. Starting from this expression, Aleksander
Kulisiewicz, in Sachsenhausen in 1943, wrote the song
on a text written by Włodzimierz Wnuk in 1941, which
forms the basis for Klare lebende Steine. It appears
softly, at times recognizable, at others impalpable, but
always fundamental to every choice, every gesture.
The stones, still solid and alive in our memory, now and
forever become a clear guide to our pathway».
Many performances of Colombo Taccani’s
music were given in this period. On October 12
Antonietta Loffredo played Call Me Later for toy
piano at the Istituto Superiore di Studi Musicali
“O. Vecchi - A. Tonelli” in Modena, repeating the
work on October 28 at the Conservatorio
Profesional de Música Teresa Berganza in
Madrid. Restless White for flute was played by
Clara Cocco, soloist of the Ensemble In.Nova
Fert, in Budrio on October 25 during the
Festival Bologna Modern. Kubin for electric
guitar and piano was played by Francesco Zago and
Elena Talarico, from the same ensemble, firstly on
October 25 in the Salotto in Prova in Milan, and then
on November 15 in Salerno during the IRNO Festival.

Nessuna piazza è muta for saxophone quartet was
played by the dedicatees of the work, the MP
Saxophone Quartet (Emanuele Dalmaso, Mattia Grott,
Sveva Azzolini and Simone Delcastagné) on November
24 for the Agorà Forum & Sounds at the International
Organ Academy in Smarano (Trento), while a new
performance is scheduled for March 1 in Trento during
the Festival Contrasti organized by the Associazione
Culturale MotoContrario. At the same venue in
Smarano, on December 14 Emanuele Dalmaso
played Blank After Blank for baritone sax. On
December 8 at the Museo MAN in Nuoro,
Giovanni Martinelli played Erma for guitar, while
on December 14 at the Salotto in Prova in Milan,
Elena Talarico played L’image oubliée for piano.
The Duo New Visions, Antonino Serratore and
Lodi Luka, played Tre visioni del tempo on
December 29 in Gioi (Salerno) during the
Rassegna Internazionale Cilento in Musica, and
on December 30 in Salerno for the series Luci
d’Artista. Then, on March 8, at the Fabbrica del Vapore
- Contemporary Music Hub in Milan, to mark
International Women’s Day, Kypris for solo voice and
Diana, Luna for two voices will be performed by Lilia
Gamberini and the duo Elisa Prosperi and Manuela
Rasori, singers participating in the Call for Young
Performers held by Alda Caiello and organized by the
Divertimento Ensemble. Rosso fuoco for 10-string guitar
was played by Leonardo De Marchi on January 25 at
the Salotto in Prova in Milan, where on March 21 Blind
Trust for electric guitar, accordion and theorbo will be
played by members of the Azione Improvvisa Ensemble.
Finally, on February 28 at the Teatro Piccinni in Bari,
and on May 12 at the Théâtres en Dracénie in
Draguignan (France), the ballet Domus aurea for five
instruments and electronics based on J.S. Bach’s
French Suites revisited by Colombo Taccani, will be
staged with the choreography of Diego Tortelli and the
dancers of Aterballetto. Two CD recordings will include
music by Colombo Taccani. Restless White for flute and
Eyeless Dark for bass flute appear on the CD Flute XXI
released on the label Tactus. The whole programme,
including these two works, will be played by their
dedicatee, Roberto Fabbriciani. Lastly, I muri bianchi di
Endenich for piano is featured on Adele D’Aronzo’s CD
Dediche, released on the label EMA Vinci (EMA 70166).

Maurizio Azzan

Duo on Tour
New CD taken on tour
in Emilia and Veneto

Bruno Zanolini
Bruno Zanolini’s
Iron(ica)men(te) is included
on the CD Aurora Ensemble
Trio (EMA 70170), released
on the EMA Vinci label.
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In December EMA Vinci Records released the

CD SÚSU featuring the Duo Dubois (EMA
70171), consisting of the saxophonist Alberto
Cavallaro and the percussionist Federico
Tramontana, which ends with Azzan’s Tutte
le estensioni dell’aura for saxophone,
percussion and electro-acoustic device. The
CD will be presented on February 8 at the
Conservatorio “B. Marcello” in Venice and it
contents are being played
on various occasions by
the Duo Dubois: on
December 20 in the
Chiostri di San Pietro,
Reggio Emilia, during the
Dialoghi sul Comporre; on
February 7 at the Teatro
Torresin in Padua during
the first concert season of
the Associazione Taverna
Maderna, which will feature the piece again the
following day, February 8, in the Ridotto of the Teatro

Remondini in Bassano del Grappa. On December 21
the Dialoghi sul Comporre, again in the Chiostri
di San Pietro in Reggio Emilia, included
Geometrie nelle mani, three studies for
amplified guitar, played by Giorgio Genta
(Icarus vs Muzak). Kirstine Lindemann will
perform Concetto di aura for amplified double
bass Paetzold flute on February 24 at the
Saftstationen Møn in Askeby (Denmark), in
collaboration with the Museum Kunsthal44, on
February 27 at the Kunstmuseum Brandts in
Odense (Denmark), and on March 1 at the
Koncertkirken in Copenhagen. On April 18
Cameron Crozman will play Where the Here and Now
of Nowhere Is for cello and live electronics at the Trinity
St. Paul’s Centre in Toronto (Canada), during the New
Wave Festival. On April 20 the MATA Festival in New
York will include Geometrie nelle mani, three studies for
amplified guitar, with Jordan Dodson. Finally, on May 31
in Minneapolis and Saint Paul, during the Twin Cities
New Music Festival, the pianist Neil Nanyi Qiang will
play Dove tutto è stato preso (Innerspace II) for piano.

Andrea Mannucci

Premieres and
performances at festivals
in Verona and Desenzano

Love Duets

These months see two world premieres for Andrea

Mannucci. On January 12 at the Palazzo Camozzini
in Verona, the first Festival delle Arti Contemporanee
included Eros e agape, two love duets for soprano and
tenor on a text by Travi, performed by Carlotta
Bellotto, Enrico Frigo and Carlo Benatti. In
these duets on poems by Ida Travi, a poet from
Verona well known throughout Italy and abroad,
the music aims to express emotions without
ideological barriers, ridding itself of the musical
snobbery inherited from the old avant-garde, in
order to retrieve tradition and modernity
through a critical and strict filter. Paola
Fornasari, mezzo-soprano and artistic director
of the Accademia Kairos in Verona introduces
the work: «Words and images that penetrate
the thought and skin, and surely made denser by the
music, but eroticism doesn’t seem to prevail, even if it is an
indispensable component of love, especially at the start of
the “game of love”. I believe that if one were speaking only
of eroticism it should be even stronger and more explicit in
the suggestions of the images, words and thoughts, but in
my opinion it isn’t. I find that each erotic image is
sweetened by the nuance of young love in which Eros,
passion and sentiment blend in a play of not well defined
colours. Love involves Eros, but Eros is not essential to
love! And here Eros is, in my opinion, too little explicit in
the descriptions, a pleasure and a hypothetical embrace
that is consumed in just a few, albeit “warm”, words, but
ones that rather give the idea of a strong passion». On
April 5 in the Auditorium Celesti in Desenzano, during the
XIII Festival of the NED Ensemble, Zelda e Francis, song
for male voice and small ensemble on a text by Marco
Ongaro, will be premiered by Filippo Tonon, voice,
Gabriele Galvani, clarinet, Miranda Mannucci, violin, and

the composer himself on piano. Mannucci introduces his
new work: «The ironic and elegant text written by Marco
Ongaro and his friend Max Manfredi (two times winner of
the Tenco award, once as first work and once as best disk
of the year) is inspired by Francis Scott
Fitzgerald, by his wife Zelda, and by their life in
the Crazy Years of Kiki: a public couple in the
jazz era, determined in their destiny of dissolute
youth, of decadent grandeur, of art condemned
to an elegance impossible to maintain. The
aesthetic rigour in the wild vortex of vitality.
My musical interpretation aims to capture this
delirious and relentless lifestyle, through music
that seems improvised, scarcely organized in
any conscious way, almost in flares, alternating
between stylistic purity and contaminations
derived from popular music, mixing different music cultures
and thus different anthropologies of sound». Trittico dello
smartphone for voices, piano and smartphone on a libretto
by Marco Ongaro can be heard on February 9 in the Sala
Casarini of the Hotel Due Torri in Verona, during the first
Festival delle Arti Contemporanee, and on March 8 at the
XIII Festival of the NED Ensemble, in the Auditorium
Celesti of Desenzano, with the soprano Carlotta Bellotto
and the pianist Carlo Benatti, directed by Paola Fornasari.
The Festival delle Arti Contemporanee will also include on
February 23 a performance of Il principio della malinconia,
concerto for violin, string orchestra and timpani, again in
the Sala Casarini of the Hotel Due Torri in Verona,
performed by Miranda Mannucci and the Orchestra NED
Ensemble directed by the composer. Finally, on March 22
in the Auditorium Celesti in Desenzano, the XIII Festival of
the NED Ensemble will also feature Albero di Elsa for voice
and piano on a text by Elsa Respighi, with the soprano
Valentina di Blasio and the pianist Ilaria Cavalleri.

Stefano Gervasoni

season of the Divertimento Ensemble, who explain their
choice as follows: «The Divertimento
Ensemble, during its forty-three years
of activity, has followed Stefano
Gervasoni’s career as a composer right
from his very first works, giving various
premieres and recording a monographic
CD. This year his music will feature in
the Call for Young Performers of piano
(also open to chamber music), a part of
the repertoire of the Call for Young
Performers of singing, the opening
concert of the season, which this year
will take place on January 15 in the Sala
Puccini of the Milan Conservatory, the project Giocare la
musica and Happy Music!, an informal meeting during
which the public will be able to get to know the composer
better and chat with him. Overall, the season will include
sixteen of his works, nearly all written in the last decade;
a second CD featuring the programme of the opening
concert will be available by the end of the Rondò 2020
season. Compared to previous focuses on other
composers, the one we have planned for Stefano is
something more than a simple homage. Stefano will be
present on many occasions throughout our season, he will
work with us, but also with the students selected from our
courses, with the children in Giocare la musica, and he will
be a teacher at our International Workshop for Young

The ensemble Musica
QuLacoza will play Tre
piccoli pezzi for flute, oboe
and clarinet on February 8
at the Hitomi Hall in Nagoya
(Japan). A concert portrait
dedicated to the music of
Aldo Clementi will take
place on April 4 at Villa
Elisabeth in Berlin, with
the participation of Anna
Clementi and the Ensemble
Mosaik: the programme
includes Impromptu for
clarinet and string quartet,
2003 (Goffredo Petrassi in
memoriam) for voice and
seven instruments, Lamento
for violin, flute, clarinet, cello
and piano, Tre piccoli pezzi
for flute, oboe and clarinet,
Berceuse for bass clarinet,
viola and cello (in echo) ad
libitum and prepared piano,
B.A.C.H. for piano, and
Cantilena 2 for voice, violin,
viola, flute and clarinet on a
text by Elio Pagliarani.

Residence at Rondò 2020
with numerous performances
and a monographic CD

Active Presence

Stefano Gervasoni is guest composer for the Rondò 2020

Aldo Clementi

Composers in Bobbio. His will be an active presence,
also in the relation with our public, who will have various
opportunities to meet him for an exchange of
ideas and discussion». The above mentioned
opening concert on January 15 in the Sala
Puccini of the Conservatorio “G. Verdi” in Milan,
destined to become a monographic CD on the
Stradivarius label, included Prato prima presente
for ensemble, Nube obbediente, in the
concertante version for trombone, percussion
and ensemble, and Gramigna for cimbalom
and ensemble, played by the soloists Corrado
Colliard, trombone, Elio Marchesini, percussion,
Aleksandra Dzenisenya, cimbalom, and the
Divertimento Ensemble directed by Sandro Gorli.
During the season it will be possible to hear Altra voce,
omaggio a Robert Schumann for piano and transparent
electronic device on February 25 at the Teatro Litta, with
Maria Grazia Bellocchio on piano and Alvise Vidolin on live
electronics; Prés (I-XVIII) for piano, Sonatinexpressive for
violin and piano, and Adagio ghiacciato for toy-piano (or
celesta) and muted violin after Mozart, KV 356 on May 18
at the Palazzina Liberty, featuring students selected from
the project Call for Young Performers, in a concert that will
be repeated in Piano City and elsewhere in Italy; and finally
Tre canzoni popolari for female voice and piano on May 27
at the Palazzina Liberty, performed by a singer selected
from the project Call for Young Performers.

Francesco Hoch
The Tre prove d’omaggio for
flute, clarinet, violin, cello
and piano were played on
January 18 at the Teatro
San Carlino in Brescia
during the series Sulle
Ali del Novecento, by the
Dèdalo Ensemble directed
by Georgios Balatsinos,
who will repeat the work
on March 21 in Cremona.
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New chamber work at
the Conservatorio della
Svizzera Italiana

Simone Cardini

Variation and Transfiguration
O

Azio Corghi
Christian Lavernier’s CD
Contemporary Future (EMA
70165), released on the
EMA Vinci label, opens with
Azio Corghi’s Redoble y
Consonancias for one or
more guitars – a reworking
of his Consonancias y
Redobles for 11-string
Soñada guitar.

Packed programme
of commissions for
the next two years

n January 20 at the Conservatorio della Svizzera
Italiana in Lugano, Tanabata for oboe/English horn was
given its world premiere by Anna Leonardi. The
composer writes: «Essentially, in the strongly
characterized and contrasting moments that make
up the opening figure, we already find the
preconditions for a possible dialogue, a
meeting: the decisive initial burst is contrasted
by a stasis (the prelude to the birth of the
mèlos, the only unifying element of the piece)
that then dissolves, pulverized, inharmonic
and almost dismembered. The variation and
transfiguration undergone by these moments
lead us to the meeting with the English horn
(the other) and the chance to hear something
new with respect to the initial stasis: the
moment shared by the two instruments, finally
together. The last section suddenly interrupts the
intensification of this dialogue with an obstinate path in
which the underlying harmony remains alone in dialogue
with the oboe. Diffractions and unions in the stasis make
the meeting teleological and ambiguously hesitant, to the
extent of remaining undecided between condivision,
vision, perdition and appropriation. The legend, put
briefly, is as follows: Orihime and Hikoboshi (the stars
Vega and Altair) were respectively the weaver and
cowherd of the heavens, both of them skilled and expert
in carrying out their activities. They fell in love and were
married: but love distracted them from their duties and
Tentei (the father of the bride, the universe itself), was
angered, and separated them, taking Orihime to the
other side of the river Amanogawa (the Milky Way) to
punish them. Orihime was heartbroken, so the father
allowed the two lovers, if they had worked hard during

Javier Torres Maldonado

Work in Progress
On February 11 at the Museo del Novecento in Milan

Francisco Guerrero
Antar Atman for orchestra
was played on January 19
at the Großer Sendsaal des
Rbb of the Haus des
Rundfunks in Berlin during
the Festival Ultraschall, by
the Deutsches SymphonieOrchester Berlin conducted
by Johannes Kalitzke.
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the rest of the year, that they could see each other on the
seventh night of the seventh lunar month, on an always
different date». On April 1 in Studio 4 at Flagey in
Brussels, during the Forum International des Jeunes
Compositeurs, E toccare spazi iridescenti for ensemble
will be played by the Ensemble Musiques
Nouvelles directed by Jean-Paul Dessy; it will be
repeated on May 25, in its Italian premiere, in the
Sala Puccini of the Conservatorio “G. Verdi” in
Milan during the Rondò 2020 series, with the
Divertimento Ensemble directed by Sandro Gorli.
Exaptation (III) for bayan was taken on tour in
Spain by Samuele Telari last December: on
December 1 at the Teatro La Lira in Tremp, on
December 2 at the Auditorio Liceo in Alcaniz,
on December 4 in the Sala Kultur Kluba de
Tabakalera in San Sebastian, on December 5
at the Casa de Cultura Arkupe in Aretxabaleta and on
December 6 at the Casa de Cultura Kulturate in
Arrasate, with an additional date in Italy on December
20, at the Teatro Ludovico Ariosto in Reggio Emilia,
during the series Dialoghi sul Comporre. Finally, on
November 6 at the Santeria Toscana in Milan, the
Milano Musica Festival included the world premiere
of L’inaccessibile ombelico dei bordi for two voices,
percussion and HN metal sheet, performed by the
sopranos Laura Catrani and Irina Ghivièr, and the
percussionists Dario Buccino and Marcello Repola. The
same artists, with Elsa Biscari in place of Laura Catrani,
repeated the work on November 14 in the closing
concert of the workshop by Laura Catrani and Dario
Buccino at the Conservatorio “G. Verdi” in Milan, in the
context of Book City.

Primer libro del canto alado for flutist was played by
Jessica Gabriele, soloist of the Ensemble Suono
Condiviso of the Conservatorio “A. Boito”
in Parma. On February 12 in the Sala de
Conciertos Nezahualcóyotl of the Centro
Cultural Universitario de la Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM)
in Mexico City, Inoltre for piano and
electronics will be performed by the pianist
Alberto Rosado. Esferal for orchestra and
electronics will be played by the Orquesta
Sinfonica del Estado de México conducted
by Rodrigo Macías on May 29 in the Sala
dei Concerti “Felipe Villanueva” in Toluca
(Mexico), and on May 31 at the Auditorium
CCM Anáhuac in Mexico City. Torres
Maldonado is currently working on several new
commissions: Fénix (naturaleza visible) for double
chamber orchestra, concerto for two guitars and
ensemble, dedicated to Pablo Márquez and Maurizio
Grandinetti, commissioned by the Ensemble Phoenix
and the Sistema Nacional de Creadores de Arte, the
national council for culture and arts in Mexico. The largescale work will be premiered during the third concert
of the coming season of the Ensemble Phoenix, on
February 6 and 7, 2021 in the Gare du Nord in Basel.
The concert will include Torres Maldonado’s new Fénix
(naturaleza visible) and Oltre for ten instruments.
Another commission is Lettera a mamma (ancienne
chanson corse) et un portrait imaginaire for vocal
ensemble of twenty voices (3 counter tenors, 6 tenors,
5 baritones and 6 basses). The work responds to the

request by Nicole Corti, director of the chamber choir
Spirito, to write a work inspired by traditional Corsican
songs, and was stimulated by the composer’s admiration
for the wonderful repertoire of that
music. The basic material for the new
work will be an ancient song used in
Corsica until the 19th century as the
underlying musical structure for the
versus piuvisgianu, a deep lamentu.
This structure will be combined with a
letter written by Stefanu Luciani, a
prisoner during the Franco-Prussian
war of 1870, to his mother in Corsica,
to achieve a poetic dichotomy between
the two universes. Its first performance
is scheduled for next Summer. Tensión
tranquila for oboe and electronics was
commissioned by the Collettivo E.72 in Pamplona,
Spain, and is dedicated to the oboist Pilar Fontalba, who
will premiere the work next Autumn and will record it on a
CD dedicated to the contemporary oboe. Tombeau de
Donatoni for voice and small ensemble is a tribute
commissioned by the Festival Bologna Modern and by
the Dynamis Ensemble, who will play the piece next
Autumn. Finally, the Spanish Ministry of Culture and the
Taller Sonoro of Seville commissioned Torres Maldonado
to write a piece for the 20th anniversary of the ensemble.
The work will be premiered in Spring 2021 at the
Auditorio 400 in Madrid. On November 29, 30 and
December 1, Javier Tores Maldonado was visiting
professor for the master’s course in contemporary music
at the Conservatorio Superior de Música in Aragón.

Ivan Vandor

New chamber work at
the Accademia Musicale
Chigiana

Premiere in Siena
O

n May 8 in Palazzo Chigi Saracini in Siena, during the
season of the Accademia Musicale Chigiana “Micat in
Vertice”, Violino solo for violin will be premiered by Duccio
Ceccanti. Vandor tells us: «This short piece, written for and
dedicated to Duccio Ceccanti in 2017, is conceived in the
classical ABA form. The presentation of the theme is
followed by a central, larger section in which various
interrelated episodes are developed, one of these being
the reversed theme played in harmonics. The varied

recapitulation of the theme brings the piece to its
conclusion». The composition has already been recorded
on the monographic CD Chamber Music (Stradivarius STR
37083) which the Quartetto Klimt dedicated to the
composer’s most recent work. On March 27 in the Sala
Casella of the Accademia Filarmonica Romana, Esquisse
en noir for flute and guitar will be played by Andrea Biagini
and Luigi Sini.

Andrea Manzoli

Separation and Reconciliation
A world premiere for Andrea Manzoli at the start of the

year. On January 11 at the Teatro Savoia in Campobasso,
Gogol Games for string quintet, commissioned by the Amici
della Musica “Walter De Angelis”, was premiered by the
Quintetto Elise. Manzoli introduces the work: «The
composition opens with a brief and incisive episode in
which the five musicians share the same idea. But this
unity is soon interrupted and the instrumental parts
gradually begin to separate, to oppose one another through
contrasts in dynamics with the use of many prescribed
effects (glissandos, harmonics, pizzicatos...), until each

New chamber work
in Campobasso

instrument, having attained its own complete independence
and defined its own role, passes its respective musical
ideas to the other members of the group in a tight play of
geometries and mirroring where nobody prevails over the
others. A “hypnotic” pianissimo episode leads, without a
break, into the second part of the work, in which the
players seem to rediscover the initial compactness in an
episode with brusque features that is only momentarily
interrupted by a short intermezzo (“Con lirico meccanismo”)
before the game embarks on its epilogue.

Carmine Emanuele Cella
The Orchestra Sinfonica “G. Rossini” played All of a

Sudden for orchestra on December 6 at the Teatro Rossini
in Pesaro during the assignment to the composer of the
first ever Pesaro Music Award, a recognition for
international and Italian artists whose music has gained
them success in Italy and abroad. Les Percussions de
Strasbourg, with Carmine Emanuele Cella on live
electronics, will give two performances of Kore for six

percussionists around the audience, on March 28 and 29,
at the Kraftwerk Berlin during the event Long Now, a
concert-marathon concluding the Festival MaerzMusik.
Inside-Out for three percussionists, piano and live
electronics can be heard on April 5 at the Schulich School
of Music at McGill University, Montréal, for the Atelier
Forum Ircam Hors Les Murs, with the Ensemble à
Percussion Sixtrum and the composer on live electronics.

Roberto Fabbriciani
O

ttorino Respighi’s Melodia e Valse caressante and the
Suite pour instruments d’archet et flûte for flute and strings
in Roberto Fabbriciani’s critical edition can be heard on
February 8 at the Ridotto of the Teatro Comunale “V.
Antonellini” in L’Aquila, and again on February 9 at the
Teatro Comunale in Città Sant’Angelo (Pescara),
performed by Roberto Fabbriciani and the Orchestra
Sinfonica Abruzzese conducted by Nicola Paszkowski.

The performance is part of a project of the recording
company Tactus dedicated to Respighi’s rare orchestral
works. On the monographic CD Fantasioso, released on
the label EMA Vinci (EMA 40070), Roberto Fabbriciani
plays two of his own works, Fantasioso for flute, and
Pensieri nel vento for flute and magnetic tape, as well as
Paolo Arcà’s Storm for flute.

Christophe Bertrand
The Remix Ensemble directed by Peter Rundel played Yet
for ensemble on January 11 at the Casa da Música in
Porto. Sahn for bass clarinet, cello and piano can be heard
on February 9 at the Studio 104 of Radio France during
the Festival Présences, with the Trio Catch. The same
work will be repeated on April 21 at the French Academy,

Villa Medici, in Rome, by the Ensemble 2e2m. Finally, on
May 19 in the Schlossbergsaal des SWR-Studios in
Freiburg im Breisgau, Satka for flute, clarinet, violin, cello,
piano and percussion will be performed by the Solisten der
Holst-Sinfonietta.

Luigi Dallapiccola
On February 9 in the Cappella Paolina of the Palazzo del
Quirinale in Rome, Tartiniana II for violin and orchestra on
themes by Giuseppe Tartini will be played by Lorenzo
Gentili Tedeschi and the Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto
conducted by Marco Angius. The Cinque frammenti di
Saffo for soprano and chamber orchestra, the Liriche di
Anacreonte for soprano and instruments, and the Sex
Carmina Alcaei for soprano and eleven instruments, all in

the translation by Salvatore Quasimodo, can be heard on
March 19 in the Ridotto dei Palchi “A. Toscanini” of La
Scala in Milan, with the Ensemble da Camera Giorgio
Bernasconi of the Accademia Teatro alla Scala conducted
by Marco Angius. The Orchestra Sinfonica Siciliana
conducted by Günther Neuhold will play the Variazioni for
orchestra on April 24 and 26 at the Politeama Garibaldi in
Palermo.
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ESZ celebrate the
composer’s 150 th anniversary
with a renewed interest in his
chamber music

Saverio Mercadante

Quartets With Flute
ESZ continue their contribution, in the form of various

Goffredo Petrassi
Il miracolo for voice and
piano on a text by Filippo
De Pisis will be performed
on February 20 by Monica
Benvenuti, soprano, and
Diego Petrella, piano, at the
Museo del ’900 in Milan.
The Trio di Flauti 3.20,
consisting of Benedetta
Polimeni, Giulia Genta and
Letizia Spaggiari, will play
Dialogo angelico for two
flutes on March 1 at the
Chiesa San Michele
Arcangelo in Montale
Rangone (Modena) for
the Amici della Musica in
Modena. Two movements
from Odi for string quartet
will be played on March 9 by
the Quartetto Sincronie at
the Ex Cartiere Latina,
Parco Regionale dell’Appia
Antica in Rome, during the
Sincronie Festival.

important publishing initiatives, to the celebrations of
the 150th anniversary of Saverio Mercadante’s death.
In particular, they have begun a new series
of critical editions edited by Mariateresa
Dellaborra, “I Quartetti per flauto e archi”,
which will make available the works that
Mercadante wrote in the crucial period of his
apprenticeship with Nicola Zingarelli at the
Reale Collegio di Musica in Naples and of his
first operas for the Teatro di San Carlo and
the Teatro del Fondo. While the regular public
concerts organized by the more advanced
pupils of the Conservatorio were of great
importance, the social context offered a wide
range of opportunities for the domestic
performance of chamber music, in which professionals
and amateurs worked side by side, and which had
already inspired the quartets of Paisiello and Cimarosa.
These works consisted above all of quartets “for
conversation” or dialogués, in which the four parts
participated equally. Mercadante contributed to this
genre with at least twelve works, dating from the years
1813-16. Fresh off the press is the first volume of the

Mauro Giuliani

Neapolitan Rediscovery
A n exciting new publishing project for the guitar: Mauro

Over eighty pieces
restore the taste of
an époque

Michele Tadini
On May 27 a singer
selected from the project
Call for Young Performers,
the annual singing course
held by Alda Caiello, will
premiere a new work for
voice and electronics at the
Palazzina Liberty in Milan
during the Rondò 2020
season.

series, which contains the Quartetto in E minor op. 53
and the Quartetto for terzino flute. The first work probably
represents Mercadante’s very first quartet, composed,
as clearly stated on the title-page of one of its
fascicles, in 1813. The second work is none
other than an adaptation of the same work for
the terzino flute, an unusual instrument today
but very common in the 19th century especially
in bands, but also in the orchestra, as well as
in French teaching methods, that were so
influential in the Naples of Gioachino Murat,
since they were especially suited to the small
hands of children. Mercadante remained very
fond of this first work, of which he made as
many as four versions: in 1814 he orchestrated
it for large orchestra (op. 57), while probably
after 1830 he transcribed it as his «Concerto in mi 3b /
per flauto solo con accompagnam.to a picciola
orchestra». Particularly memorable are the opening
“Allegro affettuoso” and the “Largo espressivo”, but more
especially the third movement, “Rondò russo”, a
captivating piece dominated by a rhythmic ritornello
interspersed with episodes of extreme virtuosity.

Giuliani’s Le edizioni Girard for guitar and for two guitars
are being published by ESZ with the revision
and fingering of Andrea Monarda, and an
introduction by Marco Riboni. The initiative
provides a complete and critical edition of the
group of compositions discovered in 1994 in
the library of the Conservatorio S. Pietro a
Majella in Naples, originally published by
Girard, some of which were totally unknown
at the time. Only two have an opus number,
while the other sixteen titles (often groups of
pieces rather than individual works) have
been catalogued, according to Mario Torta,
as WoO from G-16 to G-31. The pieces in
question are the Variazioni con introduzione e finale on a
waltz op. 138, the Variazioni e finale per chitarra sola di
una facilità progressiva on a theme from Rossini’s
Cenerentola op. 146[a], a Marcia nell’introduzione di
Semiramide by Rossini arranged for one or two guitars,
a group consisting of Rondò, rondicini, variazioni,
capricci, sonatine, valzer, a Duettino di Pompei “Se i

numi fausti”, a Cavatina dell’Esule di Roma “Tacqui
allor”, an Allegro cantabile nell’aria del Pirata “Tu vedrai”,
and a Pot-pourri brillante sull’opera
Guglielmo Tell. This new edition offers
guitarists of varying abilities a chance to
sample the typical guitar repertory of around
1828, the year that almost all the pieces in
the collection date from, which is also the
year of Paganini’s exhibition in Vienna and of
the death of Schubert. The works are in the
Biedermeier style that Giuliani conceived for
the numerous non professionals and rich
amateurs who were the fundamental source
of his income, apart from the two themes and
variations with an opus number, which were
evidently destined for professional musicians. This new
discovery raises interesting questions about music
publishing in Italy at the time of the Restoration and
makes a sizeable number of compositions – more than
eighty pieces overall – available for the enjoyment of
musicians and listeners of our time.

Fernando Sor

From Study to the Concert
A nother new publishing project dedicated to
The work of the great
guitarist becomes a
teaching path
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the guitar is Fernando Sor’s Quaranta brani
progressivi per chitarra , proposed by ESZ
in the selection, revision and fingering of
Andrea Monarda. The volume sets out to
be a continuation of the Scelta di Studi per
chitarra by Fernando Sor and Napoléon
Coste, also published by ESZ, edited by
Ruggero Chiesa, a milestone in the teaching
of the instrument. The new volume includes
sixteen opus numbers from Fernando Sor’s
sizeable output chosen to form an itinerary of

progressive difficulty that can lead to his most
important concert works. The collection
includes Les Folies d’Espagne variées, fairly
easy pieces in the form of Theme and
Variations, and more complex Fantasie, such
as opus 7, 9 and 30. The result is a profile of a
composer whose work goes beyond the limited
realm of didactic interest, revealing him to be a
composer of pieces that can be used for study
but that also stand up to the test of the concert
hall.
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First
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First World
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FEBRUARY

Eric Maestri
INTERMEZZO
for piano and electronics
Paris, Université Paris 8 Vincennes-Saint Denis,
February 18
Franco Venturini, piano
Marco Quagliarini
MURALE IV
for ensemble
Brescia, Sulle Ali del Novecento, Teatro Sancarlino,
February 22
Dèdalo Ensemble
conductor: Vittorio Parisi

Maurilio Cacciatore
CORALE
for three percussionists
(Commission by Les Percussions de Strasbourg)
Strasbourg, Théâtre de Hautepierre, March 26
Les Percussions de Strasbourg

Ivan Vandor
VIOLINO SOLO
for violin
Siena, Accademia Musicale Chigiana, Micat
in Vertice, Palazzo Chigi Saracini, May 8
Duccio Ceccanti, violin

Luis de Pablo
TÚ VOLADORA
for flute and guitar
Rome, Accademia Filarmonica Romana, Sala
Casella, March 27
Andrea Biagini, flute
Luigi Sini, guitar

Nicola Sani
OTHER ECHOES
for string quartet
(Commission by Carpe Diem String Quartet)
Columbus (Ohio), Columbus Museum of Art,
May 10
Carpe Diem String Quartet

APRIL
Pasquale Corrado
DAL MARE IL CANTO
for orchestra
Brandenburg an der Havel, Brandenburger Theater,
Großes Haus, February 28
Brandenburger Symphoniker
conductor: Andreas Spering

MARCH
Federico Gardella
STRAPIOMBI DI UQBAR
for orchestra
(Commission by Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto
with the support of SIAE Classici di Oggi)
Padova, Auditorium Pollini, March 12
Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto
conductor: Etienne Siebens
Ivan Fedele
LEADING LINES (Quinto Quartetto)
for string quartet and live electronics
(Commission by Grame Lyon and Milano Musica)
Lyon, Biennale des Musiques Exploratoires,
Auditorium Orchestre National de Lyon, March 14
Quatuor Tana
Simone Conforti (Grame), live electronics
Maurilio Cacciatore
TUTORIAL 2: #KEYBOARD-ON-KEYBOARD
Version for piano and electronics
Sofia, Festival “ppIANISSIMO”, International Festival
of Contemporary Piano Music, Bulgarian National
Radio, March 20
Anna D’Errico, piano
Maurilio Cacciatore
STUDI I, II, III
for piano
(Premiere of the revised versions)
Sofia, Festival “ppIANISSIMO”, International Festival
of Contemporary Piano Music, Bulgarian National
Radio, March 20
Anna D’Errico, piano
Filippo Perocco
New Work
for piano
Sofia, Festival “ppIANISSIMO”, International Festival
of Contemporary Piano Music, Bulgarian National
Radio, March 20
Anna D’Errico, piano

ESZ

Daniela Terranova
LIGHT CLOUD, DARK CLOUD. D’APRÈS
ROTHKO
for clarinet and orchestra
(Commission by Orchestra della Toscana
with the support of SIAE Classici di Oggi)
Florence, Teatro Verdi, April 1
Marco Ortolani, clarinet
Orchestra della Toscana
conductor: Valentina Peleggi
Giorgio Colombo Taccani
KLARE LEBENDE STEINE
for piano
Parma, Verso Traiettorie, Casa della Musica, April 3
Davide Cabassi, piano
Andrea Mannucci
ZELDA E FRANCIS
Song for male voice and small ensemble on a
text by Marco Ongaro
Desenzano, XIII Festival del NED Ensemble,
Auditorium Celesti, April 5
Filippo Tonon, voice
Gabriele Galvani, clarinet
Miranda Mannucci, violin
Andrea Mannucci, piano
Francesco Ciurlo
ARIE DI TROPOSFERA
for soprano and ensemble
Milan, Rondò, Conservatorio “G. Verdi”,
Sala Puccini, April 18
Anna Piroli, soprano
Divertimento Ensemble
conductor: Sandro Gorli

MAY
Malika Kishino
RA
for viola and live electronics
(Commission by Centre Henri Pousseur)
Liège, Festival Image Sonore, Église Saint-Antoineet-Sainte-Catherine, May 6
Vincent Royer, viola
Centre Henri Pousseur, live electronics

Jean-Luc Hervé
LUCIOLES
for flute, clarinet, accordion, percussion, violin,
cello and electronics
Orléans, Théâtre d’Orléans, May 13
Ensemble Cairn
conductor: Jérôme Combier
Francesco Ciurlo
New Work
for oboe and ensemble
Milan, Rondò, Conservatorio “G. Verdi”,
Sala Puccini, May 25
Luca Avanzi, oboe
Divertimento Ensemble
conductor: Sandro Gorli
Francesco Ciurlo
LEBOS LOBOS
for soprano, baritone and piano
Milan, Rondò, Conservatorio “G. Verdi”,
Sala Puccini, May 25
Laura Catrani, soprano
Maurizio Leoni, baritone
Divertimento Ensemble
conductor: Sandro Gorli
Valerio Sannicandro
A BOOK OF DEPTHS
for ensemble
(Commission by Radio France - Studio recording)
Paris, Radio France, May 27
L’Instant Donné
Eric Maestri
RITRATTO VOCE
Version for mezzo-soprano and electronics
Milan, Rondò, Palazzina Liberty, May 27
Call for Young Performers
Michele Tadini
New Work
for voice and electronics
Milan, Rondò, Palazzina Liberty, May 27
Call for Young Performers

Constantly updated, at the website
www.esz.it
you will find the complete
performance list of our composers
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